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The optimization of both probe design and analysis algorithms for microarray experiments requires improved
understanding and predictability of oligonucleotide hybridization behavior. Our physicochemical theory of
GeneChip probe sensitivities divides the probe intensity into an averaged intensity value which serves as a
relative measure of the RNA target concentration and the sensitivity of each probe. The sensitivity decomposes
into additive terms because of specific and nonspecific hybridization, saturation, the heterogeneous distribution
of labels, and intramolecular folding of target and probe. The observed heterogeneity of probe sensitivities is
mainly caused by variations of the probe affinity for target binding owing to sequence differences between
the probes. The sensitivity values are therefore analyzed in terms of simple molecular characteristics, which
consider the base composition and sequence of the probes. We found that the mean sensitivity, averaged over
all probes of a chip containing a certain number of bases of one type, strongly increases with an increasing
number of C nucleotides per oligomer, whereas A nucleotides show the opposite tendency. These trends are
asymmetrical with respect to the number of G and T nucleotides, which have a much weaker, and perhaps
a somewhat opposite, effect in probes of intermediate and high sensitivity. The middle base systematically
affects the relationship between the sensitivities of perfect match (PM) and mismatch (MM) probes. MM
probes are, on the average, more sensitive than the respective PM probes if the middle base is a purine in the
PM probe of the respective probe pair. For pyrimidines, this relationship reverses. This purine-pyrimidine
asymmetry is partly related to the effect of labeling.

Introduction

Microarray chip technology is revolutionizing biology by
empowering researchers in the collection of large-scale informa-
tion on gene expression. It is based on the sequence-specific
binding of RNA fragments to oligonucleotide probes that are
attached to the chip surface in a well-defined geometrical
arrangement and its measurement using fluorescence labels.1

The integral fluorescence intensity of the probe arrays is related
to the amount of bound fluorescently labeled RNA, which, in
turn, serves as a measure of the RNA concentration in the
sample solution and, thus, of the expression degree of a given
gene. Physicochemical factors are of central importance for the
understanding of microarray hybridization behavior.

The optimization of probe design and appropriate analysis
algorithms require an improved understanding of the hybridiza-
tion behavior of oligonucleotides. One key issue in microarray
technology is how to select oligonucleotide probes with high
sensitivity (signal intensity per RNA) and specificity (ratio of
specific to nonspecific hybridization). A second, closely related
key question addresses the analysis of microarray intensity data
in terms of reliable measures of the expression degree of the
genes of interest.

Deterministic models based on a molecular description of
hybridization show great potential in terms of usefulness for
the prediction of the probe sensitivities and, thus, for improve-
ments over existing expression measures based on statistical
models. However, only a few studies have addressed sequence-
specific effects on the measured intensities of microarray probes.
For instance, nonlinearities in the probe responses and sequence
effects in the behavior of mismatched probes were discussed
in refs 2-5. Matveeva et al. analyzed correlations between the
predicted energetics of probe-target duplexes and target self-
structures on one hand and microarray data on the other hand.6

Naef and Magnasco3 and Mei et al.7 proposed models which
describe the affinity of a probe as the sum of position-dependent
base-specific contributions. Zhang et al.8 applied a position-
dependent nearest-neighbor model for RNA/DNA duplexes
formed on microarrays. Free energies for RNA/DNA duplex
formation are explicitly considered in a recent model of
microarray hybridization.9 Despite this recent progress, it seems
that the system producing the measured intensities is presently
too complex to be fully described with relatively simple physical
models. One idea to overcome the problem suggests a combina-
tion of deterministic and stochastic aspects.10

The presented paper is aimed at establishing a physicochem-
ical theory of microarray probe sensitivity, to evaluate its pre-
dictions using experimental chip data and, finally, to answer
the question of how the base composition affects the sensitivity
of oligonucleotide probes as one prerequisite for further de-
velopment of adequate deterministic models. We make use of
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the fact that each GeneChip microarray provides hybridization
data for about 250 000 oligomer sequences at once, which can
be very useful for extracting sequence-related factors that
influence the hybridization efficiency.

The paper is organized as follows: In the theoretical section,
we develop the concept of GeneChip probe sensitivities in terms
of normalized intensities. In the second part, we analyzed
microarray intensity data taken from Affymetrix GenChips
within the light of the theoretical predictions. In the last part,
the sensitivity values are analyzed in terms of simple sequence
characteristics such as the base composition and the nucleotides
in the middle of the oligomer sequence. The accompanying
paper addresses the issue of molecular interactions in terms of
base pairing, nearest-neighbor stacking contributions, and the
effect of labeling on duplex stability.11

Theory

Normalized Intensities of Microarray Probes. The Gene-
Chip technology of Affymetrix uses short 25-mer oligomers of
which the sequence refers to the consensus sequence of the
respective target genes.12 Between 11 and 20 different reporter
sequences for each gene form a so-called probe set. For each
target sequence, a pair of probes is present on the chip to
quantify the extent of nonspecific binding. One type of probes,
the so-called PM probes, perfectly matches the target sequence
in terms of Watson-Crick (WC) base pairs. The second type,
the so-called mismatch (MM) probes, is created by replacing
the (13th) middle base of the respective PM probe with the
respective complementary base.

The oligonucleotides are attached to the quartz surface of
the chip in spot-like probe locations where probes of different
sequences refer to different spots. The photolithographic
technology of chip production presently allows one array to hold
about 105-106 different probe spots per square centimeter (i.e.,
at an extremely high packing density). A typical Affymetrix
GeneChip, such as the human genome chip, HG U133, contains
more than 22 000 probe sets with nearly 250 000 different
perfect match (PM) and mismatch (MM) probe sequences. RNA
fragments with fluorescently labeled uracil (u*) and cytosine
(c*) bases bind to the oligonucleotide probes during hybridiza-
tion. The fluorescence intensity of the probe-bound RNA is
measured by means of an imaging system (scanner, detector,
and imaging software). The intensity of each array defines the
respective probe intensity.

Let us define the sensitivity as the deviation of the intensity
for each probe from the mean over the probe set in a logarithmic
(log A ≡ log10 A) scale

where IPM and IMM are the intensities of perfect match (PM)
and mismatch (MM) reporter probes, respectively, which were
corrected for the optical background level. The broken brackets
〈‚‚‚〉set denote arithmetic averaging over the respective probe
set. Consequently, the mean value ofYP averaged over the probe
set (and, of course, also over the entire chip) vanish (i.e.,〈YP〉set

) 0 and〈YP〉chip ) 0).
The intensity of a probe depends on the amount of bound

RNA and on its fluorescence yield according to

Dchip denotes a proportionality factor depending on signal
processing and sample preparation. It is assumed to be a constant

for each chip.NRNA
b (êPêT) is the amount of target RNA (in

moles) which binds to the probe. The sequences of target and
PM probe,êT andêPM, are complementary (i.e., their sequences
match via Watson-Crick (WC) base pairs). Consequently,
NRNA

b (êPMêT) quantifies the amount of specific binding. For
MM probes, NRNA

b (êMMêT) gives the amount of target RNA
which specifically binds to the respective mismatch probe. The
sum in eq 2 considers non specific hybridization events. It runs
over all RNA sequences different from the target that bind to
the probe. The fluorescence term,F(ê), defines the fluorescence
yield of one mole of RNA of sequenceê.

Binding, Saturation, and Folding. The relationship between
free and bound RNA of sequenceê is characterized by the
binding constant

in accordance with the mass action law. The differentc values
denote the respective concentrations in appropriate units. The
superscripts f and b discriminate between free and bound species
(e.g., free RNA in the sample solution and free probes on the
chip). The second superscript “unfold” considers the fact that
only unfolded probes and targets are able to hybridize. In other
words, intramolecularly folded species must first unfold into
an extended conformation before duplex formation according
to the scheme

The relationship between the amount of folded and unfolded
species is characterized by the equlibrium constantsKi

fold )
ci

free,fold/ci
free,unfold with i ) P, RNA. Making use of the condi-

tions of material balance,Ni
tot ) Ni

b + Ni
f and Ni

f ) Ni
f,fold +

Ni
f,unfold (i ) P, RNA), the concentrations in the denominator of

eq 3 rewrite into

where theNs are the moles of the respective species. The sum
in the second equation considers the fact that specific and
nonspecific binding compete for the oligomers of the probe.
Let us discuss two limiting cases, namely (i) a large excess of
free RNA transcripts (∑NRNA

b , NRNA
tot ) and (ii) a large excess

of probes (∑NRNA
b , NP

tot). Rearrangement of eq 3 after the
insertion of eq 4 provides for the special case i

with

The effective binding constant,Kp
b+f, considers duplex forma-

tion and the folding-unfolding equilibrium as well (see also
ref 13). It shows that the binding affinity of the RNA fragment
for a given probe decreases if the RNA and/or the probe tend
to fold intramolecularly. Limiting case ii gives rise to an
equation analogous to eq 5 in whichNP is however replaced by

YP ) log IP - 〈log IP〉set, P) PM, MM (1)

IP ) Dchip‚(NRNA
b (êPêT)‚F(êT) + ∑

ê*êT

NRNA
b (êPê)‚F(ê)) (2)

Kb(êPê) ) cRNA
b (êPê)‚[cRNA

f,unfold(ê)‚cP
f,unfold(êP)]-1 (3)

folded probeS unfolded probeS duplexS
unfolded RNA transcriptS folded RNA transcript

cRNA
f,unfold(ê) ∝ [NRNA

tot (ê) - NRNA
b (êPê)]‚[1 + KRNA

fold (ê)]-1

cP
f,unfold(êP) ∝ [NP

tot(êP) - ∑
ê

NRNA
b (êPê)]‚[1 + KP

fold(êP)]-1

(4)

NRNA
b (êPê) ≈ NP(ê

P)‚cRNA(ê)‚Kb+f(êPê)‚[1 +

∑
ê′

cRNA(ê′)‚Kb+f(êPê′)]-1

Kb+f(êPê) ) Kb(êPê)‚{[1 + Kp
fold(êP)][1 + KRNA

fold (ê)]}-1 (5)
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cRNA and vice versa. In this case, one obtainsNRNA
b ∝ cRNA (i.e.,

no saturation). Experiments in which microarray chips are
treated with increasing amounts of RNA show, however, a
clearly saturation-like behavior.2,4,14This result is incompatible
with the limiting case ii but in agreement with i, which predicts
that NRNA

b asymptotically levels off toNRNA
b f NP with

increasing RNA concentrations atcRNA . 1/Kp
b+f.

Fluorescence Labeling.The fluorescence intensity of an
RNA fragment is proportional to the number of labeled
nucleotides per sequence,Nu* and Nc* (the indices c* and u*
refer to the biotinylated bases cytosine and uracil), the fluores-
cence yield per label,φ, and the efficiency of labeling,plab, in
a first-order approximation

Nucleotides can quench the emission of fluorescent probes with
an efficiency depending on the base type,15 and thus on the base
to which a label is attached. The effect is, however, relatively
small, and moreover, for labeled bases, it also depends on their
neighbors. The approximation on the right-hand side of eq 6
assumes, therefore,φc* ≈ φu* (with NF ) Nc* + Nu*).

A more detailed view on the fluorescence intensity of target-
probe duplexes assumes a binominal probability distribution of
nF labels among a sequence withNF biotinylated and, thus,
potentially labeled bases

The presence of labels might affect the binding equilibrium
(eq 3). The substitutionF(ê)‚Kb+f(êP,ê) ≈ φ‚∑[B(nF,NF,plab)‚
nF‚Kb+f(êP,ê,nF)] considers this fact (see eqs 5 and 6). The sum
runs over the number of labeled bases fromnF ) 0 to NF(ê).
The modified binding constant,Kb+f(êP,ê,nF) ≈ Kb+f(êP,ê)‚
(KF)nF, accounts for the alteration of the binding affinity between
the probe and the target by a constant factorKF per label. With
this approximation, eq 6 rewrites into

The second term in eq 7 in addition takes into account that the
length of the RNA fragment usually exceeds the length of the
target sequence. The number of u* and c* outside the respective
25-mer is denoted byNex

F . In the limiting case of a high affinity
penalty per label,KF , 1, only targets with a single label, or
even without a label in the target sequence, contribute to the
brightness,F(ê) ≈ φ‚plab‚KF for Nex

F ) 0 andF(ê) ≈ φ‚plab‚Nex
F

for Nex
F > 0, respectively. Equation 6 refers to the limiting case

of a small affinity penalty,KF ≈ 1 (i.e., F(ê) ≈ φ‚plab‚
(NF + Nex

F )).
The Sensitivity of Oligomer Probes.The probe intensity

becomes, after insertion of eqs 5 and 6 into eq 2

with the chip-specific constant

the saturation term

the total RNA concentrationcRNA
tot ) ∑êcRNA(ê)

the fraction of target RNAxS(êT) ) cRNA(êT)/cRNA
tot

the fraction of mismatched RNAxNS(ê)|ê*êT ) cRNA(ê)/cRNA
tot

the relative contribution of nonspecific hybridization (a ) 1,rF)

and the ratios
rP(êêPêT) ) Kb+f(êPê)/Kb+f(êPêT) and
rF(êêT) ) NF(ê)/NF(êT).

After the substitution of eq 8 into eq 1, one obtains the
sensitivity of each probe

as a sum of terms describing

and the definition
∆ log[A] ≡ log(A) - 〈log(A)〉set.
The sensitivity,YP, provides a measure of the (logarithmic)

intensity of a given probe compared to the mean intensity of
all probes of the respective probe set. It specifies its ability to
detect a certain amount of RNA in the sample solution used
for hybridization. The sensitivity decomposes into additive terms
caused by different effects (see eq 9). The first term in eq 9,
YS

P, describes the sensitivity due to specific hybridization at
ideal conditions if the binding of the target RNA to the probe
is not perturbed by nonspecific binding, intramolecular folding,
or saturation effects. Note that it is independent of the RNA
concentration,cRNA

tot , and of the chip-specific factor,Fchip, be-
cause the transformation according to eq 1 cancels out all factors
that are common for the respective probe set and chip.

Mean Intensity and Transcript Concentration. Usually,
the target RNA concentration is a priori unknown. The set
average of the logarithmic intensity can be used as an intrinsic,
approximative measure of the target RNA concentrationcRNA

S

according to

with

and

F(ê) ≈ plab‚[φc*‚Nc*(ê) + φu*‚Nu*(ê)] ≈ plab‚φ‚NF(ê) (6)

B(nF,N
F,plab) ) (NF

nF
)[plab]

nF(1 - plab)
NF-nF

F(ê) ≈ φ[ ∑
nF)0

NF

B(nF,N
F,plab)‚nF‚KF

nF + plab‚Nex
F ] (7)

IP ≈ Fchip‚N
F(êT)‚Kb+f(êPêT)‚cRNA

tot ‚SP[Kb+f(êPêT)‚cRNA
tot ]‚

[xS(êT) + ∆P(rF)] (8)

Fchip ) NP(ê
P)‚Dchip‚plab‚φ,

SP[Kb+f(êPêT)‚cRNA
tot ] )

{1 + Kb+f(êPêT)‚cRNA
tot ‚[xS(êT) + ∆P(1)]}-1,

∆P(a) ) ∑
ê*êT

xNS(ê)‚rP(êêPêT)‚a

YP ≈ YS
P + YF

P + YNS
P - Ysat

P - Yfold
P - Yfold

T (9)

YS
P ) ∆ log[Kb(êPêT)] (specific hybridization)

YF
P ) ∆ log[NF(êT)] (fluorescence)

YNS
P ) ∆ log[xS + ∆P(rF)] (nonspecific hybridization)

Ysat
P ) ∆ log{1 + Kb+f(êPêT)‚cRNA

tot ‚[xS + ∆P(1)]}
(saturation)

Yfold
P ) ∆ log[1 + Kfold(êP)] (folding of the probe)

Yfold
T ) ∆ log[1 + Kfold(êT)] (folding of the target)

〈log IP〉set≈ log(cRNA
S ) + 〈Z(êPêT)〉set+ log Fchip

cRNA
S ≡ xS‚cRNA

tot
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The chip specific constant, logFchip, can be eliminated by
subtracting the chip average,δ〈log(IP)〉set-chip ≡ 〈log(IP)〉set -
〈log(IP)〉chip. The set-average of the probe-specific effects,
〈Z(êPêT)〉set, gives rise to a set-specific variation of the intensity
estimate,〈log IP〉set, around the logarithmic concentration value.

Nonspecific Versus Specific Hybridization. Microarray
hybridization experiments intend to measure the expression
degree given as the concentration of the targetcRNA

S ≡
cRNA(êT). A suitable data analysis must, therefore, correct the
total fluorescence intensity for the additive contribution due to
nonspecific hybridization∆P (see eq 8).

By nonspecific binding, we imply the lower-affinity mis-
matched duplexes involving sequences other than the intended
target. The smaller number of WC pairs gives rise to a weaker
binding affinity and thus torP(êêPêT) < 1 (see eq 8). Let us
approximate the mismatch term in eq 8 by a simple product of
effective values according to

wherexNS ) (1 - xS) is the total fraction of mismatched RNA.
The ratio rP(êP) ) Keff(êP)/Kb+f(êPêT) characterizes the mean
decrease of the binding affinity of the probe for mismatched
RNA compared with that for the target. The effective binding
constant,Keff(êP), is mainly determined by the number of
remaining WC pairs between the probe and the RNA fragments.
Furthermore, it seems safe to assume that the number of labeled
bases is, on the average, similar for matched and mismatched
fragments,rF(êêT) ≈ 1 (see eq 8).

In the limit of a high fraction of target RNA (xS f 1) and/or
low affinity for mismatched RNA (rP(êP) f 0), the termYP

NS

vanishes in eq 9. In the absence of target RNA, one obtains
YP

NS(xS f 0) ≈ ∆ log(rP(êP)). The intermediate case (0< xS <
1) providesYP

NS(rx) ≈ ∆ log[1 - rx‚rP(êP)] where rx ) (1 -
xS)/xS is a constant for each probe set. Note that the termYP

NS

vanishes independently of the fraction of target RNA forrP(êP)
≈ constant. This assumption appears reliable in a first-order
approximation, because the mean binding affinity of probes
taken from a cocktail of RNA fragments with a broad distribu-
tion of base composition is directly related to its binding strength
in terms of WC pairs with the target, which is, in turn, related
to its affinity constant,Kb+f(êPêT).

The Effect of Saturation. Equation 9 predicts that all terms
contributing to the probe sensitivity are independent of the RNA
concentration, except the saturation term,Ysat

P . Figure 1 il-
lustrates the effect of saturation with increasing concentrations
of specific transcripts using a simple model calculation (see the
caption of Figure 1 for details). At small RNA target concentra-
tions, [xS + ∆NS]‚cRNA

tot ≈ [cRNA
S + constant], 1/Kb+f(êPêT),

the probes are far from saturation, and one getsYsat
P ≈ 0. With

increasingcRNA
S , the probes progressively saturate with bound

RNA fragments. At [cRNA
S + constant]≈ Kb+f(êPêT), about

one-half of the oligomers of the respective probe become
saturated, accompanied by a drop of the sensitivity to about
50% of its initial value. At high specific RNA content, [cRNA

S ]
. 1/Kb+f(êPêT), all sensitivity terms vanish except the fluores-
cence term (i.e.,YP f YF

P), meaning that the probe loses its
sensitivity for RNA binding. The remaining variation of
fluorescence intensity is solely due to differences of the number
of labeled bases between the probes (which is not considered
in Figure 1).

Note that saturation causes a nonlinear relation between
δ〈log(IP)〉set-chip and the relative transcript concentration
log(cRNA

S ) (see eq 10). Upon saturation of all probes of a set,
the concentration dependence cancels out, and eq 10 transforms
into a set-specific constant (i.e.,〈log(IP)〉set) 〈Z〉set+ log(Fchip)
) constant).

Relation to Thermodynamics.The Gibbs free energies of
duplex formation and folding are related to the respective
equilibrium constants by

whereW is a factor in concentration units that accounts for the
change of ideal mixing entropy (the so-called cratic contribution
to the entropy; see ref 16, pp 283).R and T denote the gas
constant and the absolute temperature, respectively. On the
other hand, the sensitivity of an oligonucleotide probe,YP, is
also related to the respective equilibrium constants of binding
and folding according to eq 8. It appears appropriate to scale
the sensitivity (see eqs 9 and 11) in energy units in analogy to
eq 12

with the definition

Here,∆Gapp defines the difference between the apparent free
energy of hybridization of the considered probe and the
respective set average,〈...〉 set. The factor ln 10) loge10 ≈ 2.3
considers the different bases of the logarithmic scales forYand
G (see eqs 1 and 12). The first terms at the right-hand side of
eq 13 provide the free-energy difference due to specific binding,
∆Gb,S ) -(RT‚ln 10)‚YS

P, and to folding of the probe and
target. The last three terms consider the effects of nonspecific
hybridization,∆úNS ) -(RT‚ln 10)‚YNS

P (see eq 11), of label-
ing, ∆úfluor ) -(RT‚ln 10)‚YF

P, and of saturation,∆úsat )
-(RT‚ln 10)‚Ysat

P . The scaling factor between the sensitivity

Figure 1. The effect of saturation on the probe sensitivities as a
function of the fraction of specific transcripts. Saturation progressively
decreases the apparent sensitivity values of the probes with an increasing
fraction of specific transcripts. We defined a model set of five probes
which are characterized by sensitivity valuesYS

i ) -1.0, -0.5, 0.0,
+0.5, and+1.0 (i ) 1...5) referring to specific hybridization. Then,
the curves are calculated by means ofYi ) log Ii - 〈log I〉set with log
Ii ) YS

i - ∆ log(1 + ∆sat), the set average〈log I〉set ) (1/5)∑i log Ii (see
also eq 9) and log(∆sat) ≈ YS + log κ + log(xS + (1 - xS)‚rb) (see eq
8, log κ ) log[cRNA

S ‚Kb+f(êPêT)] ) 2; rb ) 10-3). The contribution of
fluorescence emission,YF, is not considered.

Gb(êPê) ) - RT ln[Kb(êPê)‚W]

Gfold(ê) ) - RT ln[Kfold(ê)] (12)

∆Gapp) - (RT ln 10)‚YP ≈ ∆Gb,S - [∆Gfold(êP) +
∆Gfold(êT)] + ∆úNS + ∆úF - ∆úsat

∆A ≡ A - 〈A〉set (13)

Z(êPêT) ≡ log{NF(êT)‚Kb+f(êPêT)‚SP[Kb+f(êPêT)‚cRNA
tot]‚

[1 + ∆P(rF)/xS]} (10)

∆P(rF) ≈ ∆P(1) ≈ xNS‚rP(êP) (11)
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and free energy isRT‚ln 10≈ 6 kJ/mol for typical hybridization
temperatures (40°C).

Chip Data and Processing.Intensity data of the human
chips are taken from the Affymetrix human genome HG U133
Latin Square (HG U133-LS) data set available at http://www.
affymetrix.com/support/technical/sample_data/datasets.
affx (see also ref 14 for a description of the previous HG U95
Latin Square experiment). The HG U133-LS experiment is a
calibration data set in which transcripts referring to 42 genes
(42 × 11 ) 462 probes) are spiked onto 14 different arrays at
14 concentrations corresponding to all cyclic permutations of
the series (0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256,
512) pM in a complex human background extracted from a
HeLa cell line not containing the spikes. Each condition was
realized in triplicate.

PM and MM intensities are background-corrected using the
algorithm provided byMAS 5.0.12 We also analyzed the base
composition characteristics of two additional chip types corre-
sponding to the human genome, HG U95Av2, and the mouse
genome, MG U74Av2. The results agree with those obtained
from the HG U133 chips (data not shown). All chip analyses
are performed using the gene expression data warehouse
platform of IZBI (see http://www.izbi.de).

Data Analyses and Discussion

Sensitivities and Set-Averaged Mean Intensities of PM and
MM Probes. The lower panel of Figure 2 shows typical
baseline-corrected PM and MM signal intensities, logIPM and
log IMM, taken from 9 subsequent probe sets of an HG U133
Affymetrix chip. Each of the chosen sets contains 11 probes.
The respective set averages,〈log IPM〉set and 〈log IMM〉set, are
shown by horizontal lines. Note that the log 10 probe intensities
scatter around the respective set average which, in turn,
fluctuates around the chip averages,〈log IPM〉chip and 〈log
IMM〉chip, respectively. The probe sensitivity provides the loga-
rithmic intensity relative to the respective set average which
fluctuates around zero (see eq 1 and Figure 2, middle panel).
Note the relatively high degree of correlation between the
sensitivities of PM and MM probes. The sensitivity difference
between the PM and MM intensities,YPM - MM ≡ YPM - YMM,
is shown in the upper panel of Figure 2.

For an overview of all of the intensity data of one chip, we
plot the logarithmic intensities of the PM and MM probes as a
function of the respective set average,〈log IP〉set (see upper row
of panels in Figure 3). Each probe intensity decomposes into
two contributions according to the sensitivity concept, the
respective set-averaged mean intensity,〈log IPM〉set, and the probe
sensitivity,YP. The second row of panels in Figure 3 shows the
sensitivity values of the PM and MM probes of the chip as a
function of the relative set average,δ〈log IPM〉set-chip. The data
cloud shows a pear-like shape where the scatter width of the
sensitivity data narrows with increasingδ〈log IPM〉set-chip. The

Figure 2. Typical log 10 intensity values, log(IP), the respective sen-
sitivities,YP (P) PM, MM) and their difference,YPM - MM, of 99 perfect
match (PM) and mismatch (MM) probes of an Affymetrix HG U133
chip. The data between two vertical dotted lines refer to one probe set
containing 11 probes. The respective mean logarithmic intensities
averaged over each probe set,〈log IPM〉set and 〈log IMM〉set, are shown
by horizontal lines together with the logarithmic intensities (part below).

Figure 3. Scatter plot of PM, MM, and PM- MM log-intensity values of all probes of an Affymetrix HG U133 chip as a function of the set
average of the respective intensity,〈log IP〉set (P ) PM, MM, PM + MM), (panel above) and the respective sensitivities as a function of set average
of the intensity relative to the chip average,δ〈log IP〉set-chip (panel below). The vertical lines refer to the chip averages of the respective PM and MM
intensities,〈log IPM〉chip ) 1.97 and〈log IMM〉chip ) 1.75, respectively. The standard deviations of the sensitivities, SDs, are separately calculated for
YP > 0 andYP < 0 as running averages over the subsequent 200 probes along the abscissa (see scatter curves in the part below).

Sensitivity of Microarray Probes J. Phys. Chem. B, Vol. 108, No. 46, 200418007



abscissa provides a measure of the apparent expression degree
of the genes considered by the respective probe sets.

The Effect of Transcript Concentration. The HG
U133-LS experiment enables us to estimate the relationship
between the probe sensitivity and the RNA concentration of
the spiked-in genes, on one hand, and the respective set-averaged
probe intensity on the other hand. In particular, we make use
of these data to analyze the effect of nonspecific hybridization
and of saturation, which both depend on the concentration of
specific transcripts.

Figure 4 shows the sensitivities of the probes of three selected
probe sets as a function ofcRNA

S , the concentration of specific
spiked-in RNA (part below). The traces of selected individual
probes (see lines in Figure 4) show similar courses to the model
curves shown in Figure 1. This qualitative agreement suggests
that saturation significantly affects the probe sensitivities with
increasing transcript concentration.

The translation of the abscissa units from concentration into
set-averaged intensities,〈log IP〉set, gives rise to a range of〈log
IP〉set values for eachcRNA

S owing to the variation of the set-
specific constant,〈Z〉set (see arrows in Figure 4 and eq 10). The
uncertainty of〈log IP〉setrelative to the logarithmic concentration
scale is roughlyδ|〈log IP〉set|c)constant≈ δ〈Z〉 set ≈ 0.3 for the
three considered probe sets.

Moreover, an inspection of both panels of Figure 4 reveals
that the concentration and intensity scales are related nonlinearly

with each other. To obtain more quantitative information, we
directly correlate the transcript concentration with the respective
set-averaged intensity (see Figure 5). Making use of eqs 8 and
11, one obtains an equation, which correlates both values

with

The fit to selected experimental set averages of PM and MM
probe intensities shows that eq 14 describes the effects of
saturation and nonspecific hybridization well (compare lines and
symbols in Figure 5). Estimates of the parameters logκP,S, Fchip,
and rP are given in the caption of Figure 5.

The concentration range can be roughly divided into three
regions according to the course of the curves. In the limit of
low concentration of specific transcripts (cRNA

S f 0 or xS , (1
- xS)‚rP; see eq 14), the probe intensity is dominated by
nonspecific hybridization. It levels off to a constant value〈log
IP〉 ∝ 〈log(κP,S‚rP)〉 ) 〈log(κP,NS)〉 ∝ log Keff(êP) with decreasing
concentration (see eq 14). The difference of the PM and MM
logarithmic intensities,〈log IPM - MM〉 ) log(κPM,NS/κMM,NS) ≈

Figure 4. PM sensitivities of three spiked-in transcripts (203508_at,
204513_s, 204563_at) of the HG U133-LS experiment as a function
of the target concentration (panel below) and of the set-averaged
intensity (panel above). Each concentration splits up into a range of
〈log IPM〉setvalues as indicated for selected concentrations by the arrows
between the two panels. Each symbol type refers to one spiked-in
concentration. The sensitivities of selected probes are connected by
lines. The standard error of the data, SE≈ SD/x2 < 0.03, was
estimated from three replicates (see Appendix). Error limits are smaller
than the symbols.

Figure 5. Set-averaged mean intensity of PM and MM probes of three
spiked-in transcripts (large symbols: 203508_at, 204513_s, 204563_at)
as a function of transcript concentration. The thick lines are calculated
using eq 14 with logκP/rP ) 0.0/0.004 (P) PM) and-0.8/0.018 (P
) MM) and log Fchip ) 4.15. The abscissa above is the respective
fraction of specific RNA transcriptsxS ) cRNA

S /cRNA
tot where the total

RNA concentration was set arbitrarily tocRNA
tot ) 1000 pM. The part

below shows the log-intensity difference between the PM and respective
MM data. The small symbols are the set-averaged mean intensity data
of the remaining 39 spiked-in transcripts of the HG U133-LS experiment
(PM and PM- MM, MM data are omitted for clarity). The thin lines
forming the envelope of these data are calculated with logκPM + 0.4/
log κPM - 0.4 ) +0.4/-0.4 and unchanged remaining parameters.

〈log IP〉set≈ log(Fchip) + log κ
P,S+ log[xS + (1 - xS)‚rP] -

log{1 + κ
P,S‚[xS + (1 - xS)‚rP]}

log κ
P,S) 〈log[Kb(êPêT)‚cRNA

tot]〉set (14)
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0.1, provides a measure of the logarithmic ratio of the effective
binding constants for nonspecific hybridization of the PM and
MM probes. The relatively small value shows that nonspecific
RNA fragments, on the average, possess similar affinities for
PM and MM probes. This result confirms the initial intention
to use MM probes to correct the PM intensities for contribu-
tions due to nonspecific hybridization. Note that the total chip
average of the logarithmic intensity difference over all probe
pairs,〈log IPM - MM〉chip ≈ 0.2, is close to the low-concentration
limit of the mean over the spiked-in probes. We conclude that
most of the probes of the considered chips are nonspecifically
hybridized.

Specific hybridization progressively dominates the observed
intensity in the intermediate concentration range of spiked-in
transcripts. WithxS . (1 - xS)‚rP and (κP,S‚xS) , 1, eq 14
transforms into a linear relationship between the probe intensity
and the specific transcript concentration,〈log IP〉 ∝ log(cRNA

S )
∝ log(xS). The vertical shift between the PM and MM curves
increases with increasingxS and levels off to log(κPM,S/log κMM,S)
≈ 0.85, which provides a measure of the logarithmic ratio of
the effective binding constants for specific hybridization of the
PM and MM probes (see also the PM-MM panel in Figure 5).
It clearly indicates that the PM probes, on the average, possess
a stronger affinity compared with those of the respective MMs.

At higher specific transcript concentration, the experimental
PM intensity data systematically deviate in the negative direction
from linearity, indicating the onset of saturation which is
characterized by the condition (κP,S‚xS) ≈ 1. On the average,
the MM intensities are considerably less affected by saturation
because of their smaller binding affinity,κMM,S < κPM,S.

The Variability of Sensitivity Data: Stochastic and Sys-
tematic Effects.The sensitivity data scatter around the abscissa
forming a pear-like data cloud (see Figure 3). The total scatter
width was estimated as a function ofδ〈log IPM〉set-chip by the
squared running mean of 200 subsequent sensitivity values
along the abscissa (see the scatter curves in Figures 3 and 6).
This analysis provides a measure of the variability of
probes on each chip in terms of the standard deviation SD(YP)
) ((<((YP)2>)0.5. To account for asymmetry effects, we sepa-

rately calculated SD(YP) for positive and negative sensitivity
values.

Let us divide the observed variability into two contributions
from stochastic errors and systematic, probe-specific effects,
SD(YP)2 ) SDerror(YP)2 + SDsys(YP)2. The stochastic term is
described well by an error model which was recently proposed
for chip intensity data17,18 (see Appendix). The estimated
stochastic error is relatively small in the asymptotic limit of
large abscissa values, but it considerably increases with decreas-
ing 〈log IPM〉set (see Figure 3 and also Figure 13 in the
Appendix). This trend partially explains the increased variability
of the sensitivity at small abscissa values. Comparison of
SD(YP) and SDerror(YP) leads, however, to the conclusion that
the total variability of the sensitivity cannot be explained by
stochastic factors, because SD(YP) . SDerror(Y).

The remaining variability of the sensitivity obviously reflects
systematic effects which are related to the binding affinity of
the probes and to fluorescence emission. The latter contribution
can be estimated by means of

whereB(NF,Nb,p) is the binominal distribution ofNF potentially
labeled nucleotides with a probability of occurrencep ) 0.5 in
a sequence of lengthNb. This simple approach provides
SD(YF) ≈ 0.092 forNb ) 25 and SD(YF) ≈ 0.055 forNb ) 65.
The latter estimation assumes that labeled nucleotides outside
of the target region of the RNA fragments also contribute to
the fluorescence intensity (vide supra). The former value giving
the standard deviation of the 25-mer might be viewed as the
upper limit of the inherent scattering width because of the
heterogeneous distribution of labeled nucleotides. It is clearly
smaller than the observed variability, which is obviously
dominated by variations of the binding affinity due to sequence
specific effects.

The decreasing scatter width with increasing mean intensity
can be partly explained by saturation using the simple model
described already (see SD(Ysat) in Figure 6). Note that the
standard deviation of the PM sensitivities, SD(YPM), decreases
from values of approximately 0.6 to 0.2 over the considered
range ofδ〈log IPM〉set-chip. The width of scattering and, con-
sequently, the respective standard deviation of the MM sensi-
tivities is slightly larger [SD(YMM) ) 0.75-0.2], whereas that
of the difference sensitivity,YPM - MM, is clearly smaller
[SD(YPM - MM) ) 0.5-0.2]. The latter result reflects a high
degree of correlation between the PM and MM sensitivities. In
addition, nonspecific hybridization also seems to increase the
scatter width of the sensitivity data in the range of low mean
intensity values. This trend can be attributed to the relatively
low affinity of the chemical background (see text to follow).

Chip Averaged Mean Sensitivity as a Function of the Base
Composition of the Probes.The variability of the binding affin-
ity between the probes and related saturation effects depend on
molecular interactions between probe and target, and thus, they
are functions of the base composition of the oligonucleotides.
In a next step, we therefore analyzed the sensitivities of PM
and MM probes as functions of simple sequence characteristics
such as the number of each base A, T, G, or C per probe (see
Figure 7). The mean sensitivity, averaged over all probes con-

Figure 6. Enlarged view of the standard deviations shown in Figure
3 for the PM, MM, and PM- MM sensitivities. The SDerror curves are
taken from the error analysis described in the Appendix forY ) (0.25
(see Figure 13). SD(YF) is the expected standard deviation of the
sensitivity due to fluctuations of the fluorescence intensity, which are
caused by the heterogeneous distribution of labeled nucleotides in a
25-meric target fragment. The SD(Ysat) curves show the effect of
saturation on the distribution width of the sensitivity values. They are
calculated by means of SD(Ysat) with Ysat ≈ (Y - log(1 + 10Y+〈logI〉)
(see also Theory section).

SD(YF) ≈ x∑
NF)1

Nb

B(NF,Nb,p)(log NF - 〈log NF〉set)
2 ≈

SD(NF)

ln 10‚〈NF〉
)

1

ln 10x(p - 1)

p‚Nb

≈ (ln 10‚xNb)
-1
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taining a certain number of bases of one type, strongly increases
with an increasing number of C nucleotides per 25-mer by more
than one order of magnitude, whereas A residues give rise to
the opposite tendency. On the other hand, the probe sensitivity
is nearly independent of the number of G and T except a slight
decrease at higher numbers of G/T. This tendency can be
attributed to the depletion of C with an increasing number of
nucleotides other than C. Interestingly, there are only tiny
differences between the behavior of the mean PM and MM
sensitivities (compare solid and open circles in Figure 7).

In a first-order approximation, one expects similar changes
with the number of letters for complementary bases, because
the binding strengths of unlabeled A-u and T-a (and of C-g
and G-c) pairs differ only slightly19 (see also the accompanying
paper11). In contrast, the chip data shown in Figure 7 reveal a
strong asymmetry between the behavior of A-u* and T-a pairs,
as well as of G-c* and C-g pairs (the asterisk indicates the
label). These differences can be partly attributed to biotinylation
and fluorescence labeling of the u* and c* of the RNA
fragments.3 Obviously, labeling of the target, on the average,
reduces the affinity of the respective base pairs and, conse-
quently, also the sensitivity of the probe.

This effect also becomes evident if one plots the mean
sensitivity as a function of the A/G content (i.e., of the number
of potentially labeled base pairs G-c* and A-u* per probe
sequence (NF ) NG+A ) NG + NA) (see Figure 7)). The
sensitivity slightly increases up toNG+A ≈ 8, presumably
because the number of potentially emitting nucleotides increases
with NG+A. The mean sensitivity, however, starts to decrease
with further increasing the argument atNG+A > 9. The potential
increase of intensity is overcompensated by a weakening of the
binding affinity, presumably because of labeling (KF < 1; see
eq 7).

The behavior of the mean intensity as a function of the
number of G and C residues (NG+C ) NG + NC) per probe
sequence gives further evidence of the asymmetry of G-c* and
C-g pairs. As expected, the mean sensitivity increases up to
NG+C ≈ 11, owing to the increasing amount of C. The mean
sensitivity remains, however, nearly constant with further
increasing G/C content. Note that the number of adjacent G
and C residues also increases with increasing G/C content of
the probe. Hence, GC and CG nearest neighbors along the probe
sequence obviously diminish the sensitivity. Interestingly, the
mean fraction of GC couples per position present in all probes
of Affymetrx chips is considerably smaller, by a factor of 4,
than its expected value in the case of randomly distributed letters
(∼250 000/16≈ 16 000). The manufacturer is obviously aware
of the discussed effect.

The Correlation Between the Composition and Sen-
sitivity. To get further insights into the effect of base composi-
tion on the sensitivity of the probes, we calculated the mean
number of each base letter per probe divided by the mean
number of base X per chip〈NX〉1000/〈NX〉chip (X ) A, T, G,
C), and correlated these values with the respective sensitivities
(Figure 8). The angular brackets,〈‚‚‚〉1000, denote running
averages over 1000 subsequent probes along the abscissa.
Systematic deviations of the ratio〈NX〉1000/〈NX〉chip from unity
indicate a nonrandom base composition of the respective probes.
The results clearly show that PM and MM probes of weak
sensitivity contain a relatively high fraction of A and T, whereas
the fraction of G and C is depleted. Note that C gives rise to a
similar effect as G atYP < 0. Also, A and T behave in a
symmetrical fashion. In contrast, atYP > 0, all letters asym-
metrically affect the probe sensitivities. For example, the probes
enrich with C with increasing sensitivity over the wholeYP

range, whereas the content of G depletes at higher sensitivity
values, presumably because the number of unfavorable GC
couples increases (see also ref 11).

Interestingly, the mean number of T residues changes in a
more complicated fashion nearYP ≈ 0. The increase of the
sensitivity in the intermediateYP range is accompanied by a
marked accumulation of T, whereas at higher and lowerYP

values, the T content shows the opposite tendency (i.e., it
decreases with increasing sensitivity). These trends indicate
that base-specific effects are related to more detailed se-
quence characteristics such as nearest-neighbor or triple in-
teractions, which are analyzed in detail in the accompanying
paper.11

The composition dependence of PM and MM probe sensitivi-
ties is very similar (Figure 8). The respective plot of〈NX〉1000/
〈NX〉chip versusYPM - MM roughly looks like the mirror image of
the respective plot of the base composition as a function ofYMM.
This effect can be trivially explained by the wider scattering
width of the MM sensitivity values about the origin. As a result,
the A/T and G/C content increases/decreases with the increasing
sensitivity difference of the probe pairs.

Figure 7. Mean sensitivities of PM (O) and MM (B) probes as a
function of the number of one (X) A, T, G, or C, see figure) or two
(X ) G + C or A + G) nucleotide bases per probe sequence,NX (see
figure). The averages were taken over all PM and MM probes of a HG
U133 chip. The error bars indicate the respective variability in terms
of the standard deviation. The bell-shaped curves are the number
distributions of probes containingNX bases of letter X. Their maximum
value is given within the figure. Note that the area under the distribution
is the total number of probes per chip (∼248 000). The horizontal line
at YP ) 0 provides the mean sensitivity of each probe set.
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Position-Dependent Effect of Base Composition.Micro-
array oligomer probes are fixed at the quartz surface with the
3′ end (base positionk ) 1), whereas the free 5′ end (k ) 25)
faces away from the chip. This asymmetry also implies a
sensitivity profile along the sequence, because entropic factors
are expected to locally modulate the binding affinity between
the probe and the target. Figure 9 shows the normalized base
composition,〈NX〉1000/〈NX〉chip, for three sequence ranges of the
oligomers referring to the fixed end (k ) 1-3), to the middle
(k ) 12-14), and to the free end (k ) 23-25) of the probes.

For the position in the middle of the sequence, one observes
a considerably wider gap between the local concentrations of
A and G residues in the range of small sensitivities compared
with that for positions near the 3′ and 5′ ends of the 25-mer.

Hence, the specific effect of adenines, namely the correlation
between weak sensitivity values and a high local concentration
of A, is obviously maximum in the middle of the sequence.
Interestingly, near the free end atk ) 23-25, the nucleotide C
depletes in the range of high sensitivities, whereas A consider-
ably accumulates atYP > 0. These trends are in contrast to the
monotonic alterations of the composition of these bases observed
for positionsk ) 1-3 and 12-14 throughout the wholeYP

range. At the free end, this relationship reverses. Here, the C
nucleotides, on the average, even seem to destabilize the
duplexes on a relative scale, whereas the enrichment of A
correlates with higher sensitivities.

These results show that the composition dependence on the
sensitivity changes along the sequence. The puzzling relationship

Figure 8. Normalized mean number of bases X) A, T, G, C (see figure) per sequence,NX ≡ 〈NX〉1000, as a function of the sensitivity of the probes
YP for PM (left panel) MM (middle) and the difference PM- MM (right panel).NX was calculated as a running average over 1000 probes (see text)
and normalized with respect to the mean number of the respective letter per chip,〈NX〉chip. The horizontal line atNX/〈NX〉chip ) 1 refers to the chip
average of the respective base. The probes on the HG 133 chip contain, on the average,〈NA〉chip ) 5.9 ( 1.9 adenines,〈NT〉chip ) 6.8 ( 2.0
thymines,〈NC〉chip ) 6.2( 1.8 cytosines, and〈NG〉chip ) 6.1( 2.5 guanines. The bell-shaped curve in the part above shows the respective probability
distribution of the probes.

Figure 9. Normalized mean number of bases X) A, T, G, C (see figure) at positionsk ) 1-3 (left panel), 12-14 (middle panel), and 23-25
(right panel) of the PM probe sequence. Positionk ) 1 refers to the 3′ end, which is attached to the chip, whereask ) 25 is the free 5′ end of the
probe. See legend of Figure 8 and text for details.
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between the mean probability of the appearance of the nucle-
otides and the sensitivity suggests a more detailed description
in terms of base- and position-dependent models. A few first
approaches using position-dependent single-base3,7 and nearest-
neighbor8,20 models were recently published.

Correlations Between the Base Composition and the Set-
Averaged Intensity. Figure 10 shows the relative base com-
position as a function of the normalized set average of the
intensityδ〈log IPM〉set-chip, which was introduced as a relative
measure of the target concentration (see eq 10). Note that the
running average of〈NX〉1000 over 1000 probes refers to 40-90
probe sets. At small abscissa values,δ〈log IPM〉set-chip < -0.25,
we observe a similar composition dependence as in Figure 8.
Namely, probe sets with high A/T and low G/C contents
accumulate at the low-intensity and -sensitivity end of the
respectivey-axis. This result shows that the base composition

of both the respective probe sets and the individual probes shows
a similar trend. There is, however, no rationale for assuming a
correlation between the transcript concentration and the base
composition of the respective probe set. The accumulation of
probe sets which contain probes with an extraordinarily high A
and/or low C content presumably reflects a sort of chemical
background due to the relatively low affinity of the probes of
the respective probe sets.

The G/C content was recently used as a measure of the level
of nonspecific hybridization to correct raw intensity values.21

If one defines the background level via a threshold value in the
range of low intensity, then this threshold intensity correlates
with the G/C content according to our results. At higher probe
intensities, the C and/or A content of a probe seems, however,
to provide more suitable measures for estimating their affinity
for, for example, nonspecific binding, because G and/or T shows
a more puzzling behavior.

The Systematic Bias Between PM and MM Probe Sensi-
tivities is Related to the Middle Base.Figure 11 correlates
MM with PM sensitivities for PM probes with a common middle
base at positionk ) 13 of the sequence. There is a clear
preference of PM with the middle bases G and A to be paired
with relatively sensitive MM (Yp

PM < Yp
MM), in agreement with

previous results.3 The relationship reverses for middle bases C
and T (Yp

PM > Yp
MM). Figure 11 further indicates a strong

correlation between MM and PM sensitivities. Linear regressions
of YMM ≈ (s‚YPM + δ) to the data shown in Figure 11 provides
slopes of 0.97> s > 0.80 and vertical shifts in the upward
direction ofδ ) +0.16( 0.03 for middle bases G and A, and
a similar downward shift for C and T.

The preference of PM probe sequences with middle bases G
and A for relatively sensitive MM and vice versa for middle C
and T for less sensitive MM becomes evident in the plots of
the sensitivity difference,YPM - MM, as a function of the relative
mean intensity per set,δ〈log IP〉set-chip. Figure 12 shows the
respective scatter plots separately for each middle base. All data
clouds referring to a certain middle nucleotide show the typical
pear-like shape. The respective probability density distributions
given in the part above reveal a slightly wider spread of the

Figure 10. Normalized mean number of bases X) A, T, G, C (see
figure) per sequence,NX ≡ 〈NX〉1000, as a function of the normalized
set-averaged intensityδ〈log IP〉set-chip for PM (left panel) and MM probes
(right panel). See also legend of Figure 8 for further details. The bell-
shaped curve in the part above shows the respective probability
distributions of the probes. The percent values refer to the number of
probes with abscissa values smaller than the indicated point (see arrow).

Figure 11. Correlation plot of MM versus PM sensitivities. Each of the panels considers only PM probes with the middle base G, A, C, or T (see
figure). The diagonal lines correspond toYPM ) YMM, i.e., data points above the diagonal refer to relatively sensitive MMs,YPM < YMM (preferentially
for middle bases G and A, whereas C and T are biased towardYPM > YMM). The thin lines correspond toYMM ) YMM ( δ (see text).
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probes with middle bases C and G compared with those with
A and T. The maxima of the probability density distribution
for both middle bases G and A are shifted by a common
increment of 2δ ≈ 0.3 ( 0.05 relative to those with C and T
(see Figure 12).

The mean increment between the sensitivities of PM probes
in the middle of the sequence and the respective MM sensitivi-
ties provide a first rough measure of the mismatch effect. For
pyrimidines (C and T), the increment is positive,δ ≈ +0.15.
This relationship reverses for purines (G and T), which provide
δ ≈ -0.15.

Summary and Conclusions

Our sensitivity concept of microarray oligomer probes divides
the probe intensity into two additive contributions: (i) the set-
averaged intensity value, which serves as a relative measure of
the target concentration and (ii) the sensitivity of a probe, which
characterizes its ability to detect a certain amount of RNA in
microarray hybridization experiments. We defined the sensitivity
as the deviation of the background-corrected intensity of a probe
from the mean over the respective probe set in a logarithmic
scale. Theoretical considerations based on physicochemical
principles show that the sensitivity can be decomposed into
terms based on specific and nonspecific hybridization, saturation,
the heterogeneous distribution of labels, and the intramolecular
folding of target and probe.

The sensitivity of the probes of typical GeneChips varies
by more than two orders of magnitude. This range is mainly
caused by the sequence-specific binding affinity between the
DNA oligonucleotide probes and the RNA fragments. The
number of the light-emitting fluorescently labeled nucleotide
bases per probe only weakly affects the sensitivity. Effects such
as saturation of the probes with bound RNA and folding of probe
and target are expected to make the probes insensitive. The
former effect significantly increases with RNA concentration,

giving rise to a nonlinear relationship between the set-averaged
intensity and the amount of specific transcripts.

We analyzed the sensitivities of perfect match (PM) and
mismatch (MM) probes of Affymetrix GeneChips as a function
of simple sequence characteristics and discovered the following:

(1) The sensitivity of PM and MM probes increases with an
increasing number of C nucleotides but decreases with an
increasing number of A per probe sequence. These trends are
asymmetrical with respect to the number of G and T, which
have a much weaker, and perhaps even opposite, effect in the
range of intermediate and high sensitivity values.

(2) Complementary bases similarly affect probes of weak
sensitivity. We conclude that probes of weak sensitivity can be
identified by their G/C and/or T/A content. For probes of high
sensitivity, an analogous conclusion seems not to be as simple,
because G and C (and A and T) affect the sensitivity in a
different fashion.

(3) The relationship between the base composition and
sensitivity is virtually identical for PM and MM probes.

(4) The middle base systematically influences the relation-
ship between PM and MM sensitivities. The MMs are, on the
average, more sensitive than the PMs in probe pairs with purines
(G and A) in the middle of the PM sequence. For pyrimidines
(C and T), this relationship reverses. This purine-pyrimidine
asymmetry is possibly related to the effect of labeling.

The results clearly indicate a systematic relationship between
the chosen sequence characteristics and the sensitivity of the
probes. The sensitivity of a particular probe is governed by an
intricate interplay between different effects such as base-specific
binding, folding, labeling, and saturation, which requires further
studies in terms of molecular models.
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Figure 12. Scatter plot of the relative mean intensity of the probe set,δ〈log IPM+MM〉set-chip ) 0.5〈log IPM+ log IMM〉set-chip, versus the sensitivity
difference,YPM - MM (panel below) for probes with middle bases A and T (left) and G and C (right). The panel above shows the respective probability
densities ofYPM - MM, which is defined as the fraction of data points per abscissa increment,F ) Ntotal

-1 δN/δYP. See figure for assignments.
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Appendix

Sensitivity Error of Affymetrix GeneChips. The signal
intensity can be written to a good approximation asI′ ≈
〈I〉‚exp(ln 10‚eσ) + 〈â〉 + eâ where 〈â〉 denotes the mean
background noise and〈I〉 is the mean background-corrected
signal intensity17,18 (see also ref 22). The symbolseσ and eâ
denote normally distributed error terms with mean 0 and
variancesσ

2 and sâ
2, respectively. After background correction

and logarithmic transformation of the intensity, one obtains for
the variance in the asymptotic approximation18

with a2 ≈ sσ
2 andb2 ≈ sâ

2.
The variance of the sensitivity (eq 1) can be directly related

to the variance of the respective signal intensity by means of
var(YP) ≈ var[log(IP)] + var[〈log(IP)〉set] ≈ var[log(IP)][1 + (N
- 1)-1] ≈ var[log(IP)] where N ) 11-20 is the number of
probes per probe set. After rearrangement of eq 1 into logIP )
〈log IP〉set+ YP and insertion into eq A1, one obtains the standard
deviation of the sensitivity as a function of the sensitivity value
and the set average of the intensity

Note that SDerror
mod(YP) is asymmetrical with respect to the sign

of YP. We, therefore, define the sign of the standard deviation
to agree with the sign of the sensitivity.

Figure 13 shows the sign-dependent standard deviation of
PM and MM sensitivities of the spiked-in genes of the HG
U133-LS data set, which were determined from the triplicate
chip experiments (see Chip Data and Processing section). The
respective model curves refer to SDerror(YP) (see caption of
Figure 13). The increase of signal error is clearly evident at
small mean intensity values. At higher mean intensity values,
the error of the logarithmically transformed data levels off into
a constant.
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Figure 13. Standard deviation of PM and MM sensitivities of the
spiked-in genes taken from three replicates of the HG U133-LS
experiment as a function of the respective set-averaged intensities. The
sign of the SD values agrees with the sign of the sensitivity values.
The lines are calculated according to the error model (see eq A2) for
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2 ) 0.1, bc
2 ) 25.

varmod(log IP) ≈ a2 + b2

〈IP〉2
(A1)

SDerror
mod(YP) ≈ SDerror

mod(log IP) ≈ (xa2 + b2

102(〈log IP〉set(YP)

(A2)
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